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Classical novae are interesting phenomena that occur in binary systems containing a white dwarf
and a main sequence (or Red Giant) companion. The resulting thermonuclear runaway can reach
peak temperatures of several hundred million kelvin. Additionally, this explosion can display
strong spectral lines of neon in the ejecta if the core of the white dwarf in this system consists
of mainly neon and oxygen, leading these explosions to be termed “neon novae.” For this work,
the relationship between elemental abundances and the peak temperature during neon nova outbursts was explored, and this relationship was further investigated to determine any dependence
on uncertain nuclear physics data. Four new hydrodynamic models of neon nova were developed,
allowing for the determination of eight elemental abundance ratios that can be used as “nova
thermometers”: N/O, N/Al, O/S, S/Al, O/Na, Na/Al, O/P, and P/Al. Using a post-processing
reaction network, it was determined that N/O, N/Al, O/Na, and Na/Al had little dependence on
uncertain rate information, introducing only <30% variation in abundance ratio. The remaining
thermometers, O/S, S/Al, O/P, and P/Al, showed a steeper dependence on peak temperature but
were strongly dependent on the uncertain 30 P(p,γ)31 S rate. Updated observed nova abundances
were compiled and qualitatively compared to several nova thermometers. It was determined that
several nova thermometers would benefit significantly from renewed efforts to reliably observe
ejecta abundances and precisely quantify the 30 P(p,γ)31 S reaction rate.
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1. Introduction

2. Method
First, we generated a series of four new hydrodynamic models using the code SHIVA [6] with
reaction rates and uncertainties adopted from STARLIB [9]. Our nuclear reaction network followed
the evolution of 117 nuclides in the range from H to Ti through 635 nuclear processes, including
weak interactions, reactions of type (p,γ), (p,α), (α,γ), and their reverse reactions. The different
models were generated for four white dwarf masses (1.15 M , 1.25 M , 1.30 M , and 1.35 M ).
We assumed a mixing fraction of 50% between accreted matter of solar composition and white
dwarf matter prior to the outburst. The solar abundances are adopted from [10], while the white
dwarf abundances are taken from the evolution of a 10 M star from the main sequence to the end
of core carbon burning [11].
While hydrodynamic simulations were effective in exploring possible nova thermometers, investigating the sensitivity of any useful nova thermometer to nuclear reaction rate variations requires that a large number of simulations be performed in order to exhaust the nuclear physics
parameter space. Full hydrodynamic model simulations are far too time-consuming for this purpose at present. Instead, we performed post-processing reaction network calculations, using time2
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Classical novae are a type of stellar explosion that occur when a white dwarf and a companion
star exist in a close binary system [1]. Leading up to this explosion, hydrogen-rich matter from
the companion star accretes onto the surface of the white dwarf. This mixture of white dwarf and
solar material undergoes hydrogen burning until a thermonuclear runaway takes place, ejecting
matter into the interstellar medium. Spectroscopic analysis of this material reveals its composition
in terms of elemental abundances [2, 3, and references therein].
The study of classical novae is of significant interest for several reasons. Spectroscopic studies, after proper interpretation, constrain stellar evolutionary models by revealing the composition
of the underlying white dwarf. Observed elemental abundances also provide a record of the thermonuclear runaway, including peak temperatures and expansion timescales, and have been used to
constrain stellar explosion models [4]. Classical novae are noteworthy contributors to the chemical
evolution of the Galaxy because they are major sources of 13 C, 15 N, and 17 O [5, 6, 7, 2] as well.
An interesting subset of this phenomena, ONe novae, show strong spectral lines of neon in the
ejected material [3] and are the focus of this work. These novae involve white dwarfs consisting
primarily of oxygen and neon with a mass range of ≈ 1.1-1.4 M [8, and references therein],
making them significantly more massive than carbon-oxygen (CO) composition white dwarfs, and
reach peak temperatures of several hundred million kelvin.
These novae are not thoroughly understood however. Therefore, the goal of this work is to
investigate if, and how, simulated elemental abundances in classical novae shells can effectively
constrain crucial explosion parameters, most notably the peak temperature. More specifically, we
seek to develop “nova thermometers”: elemental abundance ratios with a strong correlation to peak
temperature. The robustness of these thermometers is tested by varying relevant reaction rates
within their uncertainties. Finally, the effectiveness of the thermometers is studied by qualitatively
comparing their results to observational data.
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3. Results
Using the SHIVA hydrodynamic simulations, we find that certain elements are overproduced
(N, Si, P, and S), while others are depleted (O, Na, Mg) versus their initial abundances. N, Na, P,
and S are particularly interesting as they monotonically increase with peak temperature, while O
and Al are also of interest due to their monotonically decreasing behavior with peak temperature.
Based on the hydrodynamic simulations, our first indication of useful thermometers, with a steep
dependence on peak temperature, are the eight element ratios N/O, N/Al, O/S, S/Al, O/Na, Na/Al,
O/P, and P/Al.
The elemental abundance ratios O/S (decreasing) and S/Al (increasing) display the strongest
variation between peak temperatures of 228 MK and 313 MK, amounting to about three orders of
magnitude. Also, the abundance ratios O/P (decreasing) and P/Al (increasing) vary by more than
two orders of magnitude. The other ratios (O/Na, N/Al, N/O, Na/Al) show variations by about
one order of magnitude. The next step was to investigate how robust these element ratios are with
regard to thermonuclear reaction rate variations.
The sensitivity of the nova thermometers to the nuclear physics input is shown in Figure 1.
Elemental abundance (mass fraction) ratios are displayed versus peak temperature, for the nova
models explored here. Interestingly, four of the thermometers (N/O, N/Al, O/Na, and Na/Al) reveal
robust abundance ratios, with changes to abundance ratios less than 30%. These ratios represent
currently useful nova thermometers. However, only the first two (N/O and N/Al) involve elements
that have so far been observed in neon nova shells. The last two involve sodium, which has been
3
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temperature-density profiles adopted from the hydrodynamic models described above. Such calculations have been used successfully in previous reaction rate sensitivity studies of classical novae
[12].
Previous investigations employed one-zone calculations, appropriate for the hottest zone close
to the white dwarf surface only. However, it was important to perform post-processing calculations
for all burning zones, matching the final abundances of the hydrodynamic models as closely as
possible. We explored two extreme assumptions, the “no-mixing” and “instant-mixing” approximations, regarding the mixing of material between zones. In the first case, we performed postprocessing calculations for each burning zone separately and at the end of the calculation the elemental abundances were mass-averaged over all zones [13]. In the second case, the post-processing
calculation is performed by replacing each local thermonuclear rate by its mass-weighted average
over the convective region, implying that the turnover time is faster than the nuclear burning time
[14]. The actual behavior probably lies somewhere between these prescriptions. Therefore, a
third set of elemental abundances, the geometric mean of the abundances from the no-mixing and
instant-mixing approximations, was derived.
More than 7,000 multi-zone network calculations for all hydrodynamic models were performed. For each reaction, the rates were multiplied by factors of 100, 10, 5, 2, 0.5, 0.2, 0.1, and
0.01 in succes- sive network calculations. Final elemental abundances were adopted from the mixing prescription that best approximated the results of a hydrodynamic model using recommended
reaction rates. Final elemental abundances are then determine the impact of the actual reaction rate
uncertainties, which were adopted from the STARLIB library.
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searched for in infrared spectra but not yet detected. The use of the other four predicted elemental
ratios (O/S, S/Al, O/P, and P/Al) as nova thermometers is somewhat limited. The first two of these
ratios (O/S and S/Al) involve elements observed in neon nova shells, while the other two ratios (O/P
and P/Al) involve phosphorous, which has not been successfully observed [15]. Thus, our results
call for improved observations and spectral analysis of neon nova ejecta (i.e., for phosphorous).
These ratios are also uncertain by factors of 3-6, primarily due to the uncertain 30 P(p,γ)31 S reaction
rate. Future laboratory measurements of nuclear reactions would clearly improve their utility as
nova thermometers as well as the continued study of 30 P(p,γ)31 S [16, 17] in particular.

4. Comparison of Our Predictions to Observations
A first general impression can be obtained from the top panel of Figure 2, showing a threeelement abundance plot involving S, Al and O, i.e., S/Al vs. O/S. Our model predictions are shown
as thick and thin solid, black lines (see Figure 1). The predicted O/S and S/Al abundance ratios have
rather large uncertainties, which is reflected by the broad region between the two thin, solid lines.
These uncertainties originate from the poorly known 30 P(p,γ)31 S reaction rate (Figure 1). Only for
a single neon nova, V838 Her (blue) [18], have all three elements been observed simultaneously.
It is apparent in this case that the observational uncertainties are relatively small compared to the
stellar model results. We conclude that the O/S and S/Al abundance ratios will become more useful
thermometers for neon novae when the 30 P(p,γ)31 S reaction rate can be determined experimentally
4
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Figure 1: Eight ratios of elemental abundances (mass fractions), prime candidates for nova thermometers,
that show a steep and monotonic dependence on peak temperature. Left Panel: All ratios shown in the left
column involve elements that have been observed in neon nova shells. Right Panel: All ratios shown in the
right column involve elements (Na and P) that have not been observed in neon nova shells.
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and Al and S are simultaneously observed in additional novae.

5. Conclusions
One goal of the present work was to investigate how useful elemental abundances are for
determining the peak temperature, which is strongly correlated with the underlying white dwarf
mass, achieved during neon nova outbursts. Another aim was to determine how robust such “nova
thermometers" are with respect to currently uncertain nuclear physics input. We derived updated
observed abundances for several neon novae and performed new hydrodynamic simulations of neon
novae, with peak temperatures in the range of 228 MK to 313 MK. We found that the most useful
thermometers are N/O, N/Al, O/S, S/Al, O/Na, Na/Al, O/P, and P/Al.
Next, we investigated the sensitivity of these nova thermometers to thermonuclear reaction
rate variations. The ratios N/O, N/Al, O/Na, and Na/Al are robust, meaning they are affected by
uncertain reaction rates by less than 30%. The last two ratios, O/Na and Na/Al, are not currently
useful as sodium has not yet been detected in classical nova spectra although it has been searched
for. We also find that for these four elemental abundance ratios the dependence on peak temperature is not as strong as for some other ratios. The thermometers O/S, S/Al, O/P, and P/Al reveal
far steeper monotonic dependences on peak temperature. However, their current drawback is the
strong dependence on the uncertain 30 P(p,γ)31 S reaction rate. Thus, our study provides additional
motivation for new laboratory measurements of this crucial nuclear reaction. Also, the last two of
these ratios, O/P and P/Al, involve phosphorus, another element which has not been detected in
classical nova spectra.
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Figure 2: Three-element plot of O, Al, and S used to compare elemental ratios predicted by post-processing
calculations to that of classical nova observations. Note that peak temperature in the simulation results
increases from right to left in this figure.
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